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Abstract

Fuzzy neural networks have several features that make them well suited to a wide range þÿ�o�l �

knowledge engineering applications. These strengths include fast and accurate learning, good

generalisation capabilities, excellent explanation facilities in the fonn of semanticallymeaningful

fuzzy rules, and the ability to accommodate both data and existing expert knowledge about the

problem under consideration. This paper investigates adaptive learning, rule extraction and

insertion, and neural/fuzzy reasoning for a particular model ol’ a fuzzy neural network called

FUNN _ As well as providing for representing a fuzzy system with an adaptable neural

architecture, FLINN also incorporates a genetic algorithm in one of its adaptation modes. A

version of FuNN ~ FuNN/2, which employs triangular membershipfunctions and correspondingly

modified learning and adaptation algorithms, is also presented in the paper,



1. Introduction

Different architectures of fuzzy neural networks (PNN) have been proposed as a knowledge

engineering technique and used for various applications [ l~7]. PNN systems have been

successfully used for learning and tuning fuzzy rules as well as solving classification, prediction

and control problems. Some recent publications suggest methods for training FNNS in order to

adjust to new or dynamically changing data and situations [4, 5, 131.

In several publications [3,4,5] the general architecture þÿ�o�l �a PNN called FiuNN, which stands for

ljgzzy l§leural i\l_etworlwasintroducedalongwithalgorithmsforlearning,adaptationandruleswas introduced along with algorithms for learning, adaptation and rules

extraction and the first version ol’ its implementation. Here further development þÿ�o�l �the FuNN

principles and one particular implementation called liuNN/2 are presented. The paper investigates

some iearning and adaptation strategiesassociated with FuNN/2 which include rule insertion and

rule extraction algorithms. One of the unique aspects þÿ�o�l �the FLINN architecture is that it combines

several paradigms in one system, ie neural networks, fuzzy logic, genetic algorithms. This multi-

paradigm approach has produced good results fora wide range of problems.

2. The Architecture of FuNN and FUNN/2

The FuNN model is designed to be used in a distributed, and eventually agenbbascd,

environment. The architecture facilitates learning from data and approximate reasoning,as well

as fuzzy rule extraction and insertion. It allows for the combination þÿ�o�l �both data and rules into

one system, thus producing the synergistic benefits associated with the two sources. In addition,

it allows for several methods of adaptation (adaptive learning in a dynamically changing

environment). Considerable experimentation can be carried out using this system to evaluate

þÿ�d�i�i ��t�‘�e�r�c�n�tadaptation strategies.

þÿ ��7
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FUNN uses a multi~layer pereeptron (MLP) network and a modified baeltraining training

algorithm [3,4,5]. The general Fui\ll\I architecture consists of 5 layers of neurons with partial

feed’l‘orward connections zu; shown in figure 1. It is an adaptable PNN where the membership

functions of the fuzzy predicates, as well as the fuzzy rules inserted before training or adaptation,

may adapt and change according to new data. Below a brief description of the components of

the FuNN ztrehitiecture and the philosophy behind this architecture are given.

2.1 Input Layers

The input layer þÿ�o�l �neurons represents the input variables as crisp values. These values are fed

to the condition elemezif layrfr which þÿ�p�e�r�t ��o�r�m�sfuzzification. This is implemented in fPuNN/2

using three-point triangular membership functions with centers represented as the weights into

this condition element layer. The triangles are completed with the rninirnurri and maximum

points attached to adjacent centers, or shouldered in the ease of the first and last membership

t‘unetions.

The triangular membership functions are allowed to be non-symmetrical and any input value

will belong to at maximum þÿ�o�l �two membership functions with degrees differing from zero (it

will always involve two unless the input value falls exactly on ll membership function center in

which case the single membership will be activated, but this equality is unlikely given floating

point variables). These membership degrees for any given input will always sum up to one,

ensuring that some rules will he given the opportunity to fire for all points in the input space.

Using triangular membership Functions makes the þÿ�f�t�J�z�z�i�l ��i�c�a�t�i�o�nand the rleftizzifiezitiion

procedures in FuNN fast without compromising the accuracy ofthe solution.

This centenbased membership approach taken by þÿ�f�l�* ��t�i�N�N�/�2avoids the problems of uncovered

regions in the input space that can exist with more flexible membership representation
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where DIS are degreesof importance attached to the Condition elements and CFS are confidence

factors attaczhed to the consequent parts ofthe rules (adopted from [3,4,5]). The triplets triplets

represent specific for the layer summation, activation, and output functions.



strategies. These do not always limit centers and widths in such a way as to ensure complete

coverage. Wliile algorithms could be formulated and used in such cases to force the

memberships to cover the input space, the simple center-based approach seems both more

efficient; and more natural, with fewer arbitrary restrictions. It should be noted that there are no

þÿ ��b�i�a�s �connections necessary for this representation in FuNN/2.

The weights from the input to condition element layers of neurons can take values in {0,l] only

since the data are assumed to be normalised to this range. This normalisation is normally

carried out as part of the FuNN pieprocessing operations, and can be performed and reverse

transparently in applications.

Initially the membership functions are spaced equally over the weight space, although il’ any

expert knowledge is available this can be used for initialisation. In order to maintain the

semantic meaning of the memberships contained in this layer of connections some restrictions

are placed on adaptation. Under the FLINN/2 architecture labels can be attached to weights

when the network is constructed. When adaptation is taking place the centers are spatially

constrained according to some constraining rules. One possibility is that remain within certain

equally sized partitions of the weight space. Another alternative constraint is a monotonic

ordering within the set þÿ�o�l �membership centers such as the membership function weight

representing þÿ ��l�o�w � will always have a center less than þÿ ��i�n�e�d�i�u�m ��,which will always be less

than þÿ ��h�i�g�h ��.

The condition element layer ol‘ neurons is potentially expandable during the adaptation phase

with more nodes representing more membership functions for the input variables. Simple

activation functions are used in the condition element nodes to perform i‘uzzii‘ication (see

appendix A forthe full algorithm of the PuNN/2 implementation).
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An important aspect of this layer is that different inputs can have differing numbers of

membership functions. The same principle applies to the output membership functions. This

allows for very different types of inputs to be used together. As a simple example, temperature

may be divided into seven different membership functions representing the range from cold to

hot, while holiday (which is a binary variable to indicate whether it is a public holiday or not)

can be represented. using _justtwo for yes and no.

2.2 Rule Layer

ln the rule layer each node represents a single fuzzy rule. The layer is also potentially

expandable in that nodes can be added to represent more rules as the network adapts or

potentially shrinkable. The activation function is the sigmoidal logistic function with a variable

gain coefficient: g (a default value of 1 is used giving the standard sigmoidal activation

function). For the gain coefficient large values will make it close to the hard limited

thresholding function. A value of 2.19722 would ensure that a rule node would provide

activation values from 0.1 to 0.9 when the net input values are between --I and +I. These

values may be desirable as part of the architectures þÿ ��f�u�z�z�i�n�e�s�s�. �

The semantic meaning of the activation ofa node is that it represents the degree to which input

data matches the antecedent component of an associated fuzzy rule. However the synergistic

nature of rules in a fuzzy-neural architecture must be remembered when interpreting such rules.

The connection weights from the condition element layer (also called the membership

functions layer) to the rule layer represent semantically the degrees of importance of the

corresponding condition elements for the activation of this node.

The values of the connection weights to and from the rule layer can be limited during training

to be within a certain interval, say [~l,l], thus introducing non~linearity into the synaptic
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weights. This option mimics a biologically plausible phenomenon [12] but should be

implemented in accordance with an appropriate gain factor for the activation function. For

example, if the interval is [-l,l| a suitable value for thc gain factor may be 2.19722 as

described above. The weight limitation would ensure that inputs into the rules remain within [-

l,l] (since the input membership functions are all between 0 and 1) and the gain factor would

only allow the rules to output values in [().l,O.9]. This further enhances the meaning of the

rules and weight saturation will not occur. As an example of the problems of rule

interpretation with unrestricted weights, it is difficult to interpret a rule that has input Weights

that are very high values, say 16, without some form of normalisation. With this weight

limiting option, the necessity for such normalisation is removed.

A þÿ ��b�i�a�s �connection to the mic nodes is optional. A þÿ ��b�i�a�s �weight would be interpreted as a

shifting parameter for the net input signal to a rule neuron.

2.3 Output Layers

In the action þÿ�L ��f�(�f�l�?�’�l�(�!�I ��l�flayer a node represents a fuzzy label from the fuzzy quantisation space of

an output variable, for example þÿ ��s�r�n�a�l�l ��,þÿ ��m�e�d�i�u�m ��,or þÿ ��l�a�r�g�e �for the output variable þÿ ��r�e�q�u�i�r�e�d

change in the þÿ�v�e�l�o�c�i�t�y�. �The activation of the node represents the degree to which this

membership function is supported by the current data used for recall. So this is the level to

which the membership function for this fuzzy linguistic label is þÿ ��c�u�t �according to the current

facts. The connections from the rule layer to the action element layer represent conceptually

the confidence factors of the corresponding rules when inferring fuzzy output values. ’They are

subject to constraints that require them to remain in specified intervals or specified ordering as

for the previous layer with the same advantages of semantic inte-iprctahility. The activation

function for the nodes of this layer is the sigmoidal logistic function with the same (variable)
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gain factor as in the previous layer. Again, this gain factor should be adjusted appropriately

given the size o’l‘ the weight boundary.

The output layer performs a modified center of gravity defuzzification. Singletons,

representing centers of triangular membership functions, as it was the case of the input

variables, are attached to the connections from the action to the output layer. Linear activation

functions are used here.

As an example, small, medium and large can be represented as connection weights having

values of O, 0.5 and 1.0 respectively from the output range ol [(),]] if normalised outputs are

considered. Adapting the output menibersliip functions would mean moving the centers, but

the requirement that the rnembership degrees to which a particular output value belongs to the

various fuzzy labels must always sum up to one, is always satisfied. For each centre, there is a

constraining rule (partitioning or ordering). This is used in the same way as the input

membership function þÿ�c�e�n�t�e�r�s �restrictions are. More than one output variable can be used in a

FUNN structure and the different output variables can have þÿ�d�i�i ��t�‘�e�r�e�n�tnumbers of memhersliip

functions.

One of the advantages of the FLINN architecture is that it manages to provide a fuzzy logic

system without having to unnecessarily extend the traditional MLP. Since standard transfer

functions, linear and sigmoidal, are used along with a slightly modified bacle-propagation

algorithm, the main departure being the constraining rules, rnueh of the large body þÿ�o�l �theory

regarding such networks is still applicable. For those results not immediately applicable for

FUNN/2 the modifications are made much simpler given FnNN/2‘s natural structure and

algorithm.

3. Adaptation of FuNN
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There are three versions of weight updating in the FUNN according to the mode of training and

adaptation [3,4,5]. These are not mutually exclusive versions but are all provided Within the

same environment and the versions can be switched between as needed. These methods of

adaptation are:

(a) a partially adaptive version where the membership functions (MF) of the input and the

output variables do not change during training and a modified backpropagation þÿ�a�l�g�o�1 ��i�t�l�’�i�r�nis

used for the purpose of rule adaptation. This adaptation mode can be suitable for systems

where the membership functions to be used are known in advance or where the implementati_on

is constrained by the problem in some way.

(b) a fully adaptive version with an extended backpropagation algorithm, as explained in

appendix A. This version allows changes to be made to both rules and membership functions,

subject to constraints necessary for retaining semantic meaning.

(c) a partially adaptive version with the use ofa genetic algorithm for adapting the membership

functions. This mode does not alter the rules. The constraining limitations are only partially

imposed on the version, with the {(),l] limit used, but not the intermediate limits. The

algorithm used is described in section 5.

These modes are not alternatives as such to be chosen between, but can be used together in

whatever combination is most appropriate for the given problem at a certain time. It may be

useful to use several different modes in an iterative manner, with each version þÿ�o�l �the adaptation

algorithm best suited to some part of the adaptation task.

4. Extended Baekpropagation Algorithm for Adaptive Training of I¥‘uNN/2

8



Here the fuzzification layer and the defuzzification layer change their input connections based

on simple and intuitive formulas. These changes reflect the concepts represented by the layers

and must satisfy the constraints imposed on the membership functions.

The same principles apply for the two layers, but different formulas are used to ealctilzite the

change ofthe Weights (see appendix A). Iiigure 2 shows the initial membership functions ofa

variable x (either input or output) and the membership functions after adaptation. The amount

of change has been exaggerated in order to demonstrate the concept involved. In the normal

course of training changes to membership functions are limited to small, gradual movements,

with the majority of weight changes occurring with the Weights into and out of the rules.

5. Using Genetic Algorithm for Adaptation of MF in FuNN

Genetic algorithms þÿ�(�G�A ��s�)are highly effective Search nlgorithins that are based on the

principles ot natural genetics and natural selection LQE. By iteiiitively building! on the success

of previous attempts at a problem solution, þÿ�G�A ��sare able to quickly investigate large search

spaces to find approximate solutions to difficult conibinatorinl problems.

Given that the optimisation of fuzzy niembershipfunctions may involve many changes to many

different functions, and that a change to one function may effect others, the large possible

solution space for this problem is ai natural candidate for a GA based approach. This has

already been investigated in [l(.)}, and has been shown to be more effective than manual

alterzition. The application of these principles to a FLINN can be seen as a logical extension of

this previous work.

The work carried out in [10] focused on the use of small changes to the Width and centre

positions of the membership functions of the system. ’l‘hese delta values may be easily

9
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encoded within a genetic algorithm chromosome stmcture. They also provide a convenient

means of restricting the amount of movement allowed by a single application of the GA

system. By measuring the performance ofthe system resulting from these changes, the fitness

of the chromosome may bc calculated. A similar approach has been taken in the GA module of

FuNN/2. In this case only centers need to be representedby the chromosome strings speeding

up the adaptation process and possibly reducing spurious local minima over the center and

width approach used by [10].

The GA, module for adapting FuNN/2 is designed as a stand alone system for optimising fuzzy

neural networks that have rules inserted or have rules that have been adapted. The system will

optimise the membership functions oi" both the condition and action layers. Although some

parameters such as the length of the chromosomes are determined automatically, the rest þÿ�o�l �the

parameters, such as the size of the population, the mutation tate and the use þÿ�o�l �fitness

normalisation are user configurable. The GA used in the system is, in essence, the same as

þÿ�G�o�l�d�b�e�r�g ��sSimple Genetic Algorithm [9], with the important exception that the chromosomes

are represented as strings of floating point numbers, rather than strings of bits. Also, mutation

ot’ a gene is implemented as a reinitialisation of the gene, rather than an alteration of the

existing allele. The interface to the GA module for FUNN/2 adaptation is shown in t‘ig.3.

The operating process for the GA system will be briefly described here. Alter the user has

specified the FuNN to he optimised, the system calculates the length of the chromosome

necessary to represent the changes to be applied to the input and output membersliip functions.

A copy is made of the original þÿ�l�r ��u�E�\�l�N(with all zero dcltas) to ensure, along with elitism, that

the error function is monotonically decreasing for GA training.

10
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Figure 3 The interface of the GA module for FuNN/2 adaptation
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Figure 4 The decrease of RMS with the increase of generations for phoncmc /el after 100

epochs of training with FUNN/2 in t‘uil~adaptz1tionmode



After the random initialisation of the population, in which the current FuNN is present, each

individual is evaluated. To evaluate an individual, the delta values encoded within the

þÿ�i�n�d�i�v�i�d�u�a�l ��schromosome are applied to the copy of the original FuNN._A user defined test

data file is then submitted to the modified FuNN, and the Root Mean Square (RMS) error

calculated. The fitness of the modified FuNN is then calculated as the inverse of the RMS

error, since those individuals with the lower RMS errors are more fit than those with higher

errors. An example of using GA adaptation of a FuNN/2 system trained on speech data (the

English phoneme/e/) is given in f,ig.4.

After optionally norrnalising the fitness values and with optional elitism (which ensures that

the most fit network is retained without modification in the nest population), a breeding

population is selected using either tournament or roulette wheel selection. Finally, after an

optional mutation phase, a new population is created. One point crossover is used for the

reproduction of chromosomes.

6. Experimenting with Different Training and Adaptation Strategies for

FuNN/2

Fig.5 shows the interface of the FuNN/2 implementation for UND( environrnent A MS

Windows version of FLINN/2, which is part of an integrated hybrid development tool called

þÿ�l ��‘�u�z�z�y�C�O�P�E�/�2�,has been made available free from the WWW site:

http://divcorn.otago.ae_nzz800/COM/INFOSCI/KIZL/fuzzycop_htm

l3uNN/2 allows for different training and adaptation strategies to be tested before the most

suitable is selected for a certain application, Seine ofthe issues involved in this adaptation are

discussed below.
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Initiailisation: uniformly distributed triangular MF can be used as initial values for the input

variables, and uniformly distributed singletons can be used as initial values for the output

variables, These are the defaults that are used in l.he absence of other information.

Membership function insertion. If some expert knowledge is available then this can be used

to inilialise the memberships, or at least initialise those for which knowledge exists with the

remained being initiztlised using the default method.

Rule insertion. If initial set of rules is available, it is used for initinlisation of the FUNN

structure through rules insertion mode. The rules are represented as weights so as well as

inserting the existence of at rule, the relative importance of that rule and its sensitivity to

input vz11"iz-zblescan be provided.

Training the PuNN can be accomplished either for the inner two rule weight layers, in which

case the system adapts its fuzzy rules but does not adapt the membership functions, or for

the four weight layers, in which ease the system adapts both the rules and the membership

functions. The only difference between these two options is that the connections in the

fuzzificntion and dcfuzzifieation layers are þÿ ��f�r�o�z�e�n �in the former case and they are subject

to change in the latter case.

Adaptation through ti GA algorithm. Wit.h this option only the membership functions

change. Since the rules will need some small ttdjustrnents for the new membership

functions the best network can then be subject to ti short period of training by the restricted

membership version of the FUNN/2 baeltpropagtttionulggoritlirn.

When training the FuNN/2 the opportunity arises for selecting several training and ztdziptzttion

parzinieters. For the brick-propagationtraining option these include gain factors for each layer,
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learning rates and momentum rates for each layer, and boundaries for the two sets of rule

connection weights as explained in the previous sections. For the genetic algorithm training

the parameters are population size, number þÿ�o�l �generations, mutation rate, optional fitness

normalisation, optional elitism, and the type of selection mechanism used.

Two main areas of applications arise for using a FuNN system. These are either for data

approximation (as it is the ease with the standard, feed-forward neural networks [4]), or for

fuzzy rule interpretation and adaptation.

Since FuNN implements a fuzzy system, the initial insertion þÿ�o�l �rules and membership functions

should allow the network to learn both faster and more accurately. The first point is not

regarded as too important for reasons for be discussed below, but the second is an important

aspect of the FLINN system. This greater accuracy of learning, through avoiding some local

minima by placing the initial weights closer to the global minima, can also be an important

feature when dealing with small, not necessarily fully-representative,data sets.

The greater number of weights used in a FUNN compared to a corresponding MLP will slow

training to some degree. This is not regarded as problematic since the learning rates and

momentum terms are usually sct to lower values for Ful\lN‘ than for traditional MLPs. Still,

some investigations into optimal training periods and speeds to maximise the networl

gencralisation capabilities are necessary.

When new data becomes available decisions must be made regarding how to adapt to,

potentially, new circumstances and relationships expressed in this data. Depending on the size

of this new data segment two general learning strategies can be distinguished and used [l3}:
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0 aggressive -- a section of new data is used for further training and adaptation without using

any of the old, previously used, data.

Q (:¢m.s’er-valiw: - new data is added to all of the old data and training is performed on the

entire set.

Obviously, these concepts of aggressivenessand conservatism in training are fuzzy since some

proportion of old data can be combined with new data to produce a retraining data set. In fact,

some compromise of using the new data with a percentage of old data tends to be most

efficient. The amount of old data retained depends on operating requirements (since for on-line

adaptation using a large data set may not be feasible), the stationarity ofthe relationships, and

the length of time that changes tend to persist for until returning, þÿ�i�l �at all, to the original

relationships. An example here is that of the stock market. This tends to exhibit long term

trends with occasional departuresfrom that trend. However except in unusual circumstances,

such as a large financial market crash, the long-term pattern will eventually be restored..

7. Rule Insertion to Initialise FuNN and Rule Extraction from Trained

FUNN

Several different methods for rules extraction are applicable to the PUNN architecture. Two of

them have been implementedand investigatedon test cases. The first one, called REFuNN I 4;],

is based on the simple idea of thresholding connection weights according to a preset limit. The

weights, which are above the threshold are represented as condition, or action elements in the

extracted fuzzy rules with their associated weights representing degrees of importance and

confidence factors. One rule node in the FuNl\E architecture is represented by several fuzzy rules

each of them representing a combination ofthe input condition elements which would activate
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that node. A simplified version þÿ�o�l �the rules without degreesof importance can also be extracted

and interpreted later in at classical fuzzy inference engine [3,4]. A procedure called þÿ ��z�e�r�o�i�n�g�fis

also implemented in FuNN/2, which is keeping the connection weights which are beyond and

interval [~"I‘,’I‘] for a given threshold T. This procedure is useful when used as part of the whole

training procedure [13].

A second algorithm for interpreting a l*uNN structure in tenns ol‘ aggregatedfuzzy rules is also

implemented. Each rule node is representedas one fuzzy rule. The strongest connection ’front a

condition element node for an input variable to the rule node, along with the neighbouring

condition element nodes, are representedin the corresponding rule. The connection weights of

these connections are interpreted as degrees of importance attached to the corresponding

condition elements. In order to keep in a Ful\lI\l structure these connection weights only a

masking procedure has been implemented in FuNN/2. One rule has in general ns many

consequent elements as the number of the nodes in the action element layer, each action (class)

interred with a certainty degree (confidence factor) defined by the connection weights from this

rule node to that class node. An example of a set þÿ�o�l �weig/’tied rules extracted from a FLINN/2 is

given in fig. 6. Fig.7 shows the same rules in a simple format which is appropriate for

explanation purposes.

The extracted rules from a Ful\lN can be þÿ�i�l ��l�S�(�3�f�l�‘�Ø�?�(�fin other Ful\lN/2 modules through the rules

insertion mode. This makes possible using _FUNN/2 in it hybrid environment along with other

connectionist and fuzzy inference modules [l l]_

S. Conclusions and directions for further research

Here a fuzzy neural network architecture called FLINN [3,4,5] is further developed and its

implementation þÿ�F�u�N�l�\�1 ��/�2is introduced. The adaptive learning algorithms used along with the
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if isA2_88>andisnotB5.69>andisnotAl.57>andisBis A 2_88> and isnotB5.69>andisnotAl.57>andisBis not B 5.69> and isnotAl.57>andisBis not A l.57> and isB is B

l.66> isnotCI.O6>thenisnotA1221>andnotB3.98>andC2.08>is not C I.O6> then isnotA1221>andnotB3.98>andC2.08>is not A 1221> and notB3.98>andC2.08>not B 3.98> and C2.08>C 2.08>

else

if isnotA6.2’7909>andisB2.’75163>andisnotC0123>and is not A 6.2’7909> and isB2.’75163>andisnotC0123>and is B 2.’75163> and isnotC0123>and is not C 0123> and   

is not B 2.85492> and isC4.9954-4>andisnotD7_4l543>thenisAis C 4.9954-4> and isnotD7_4l543>thenisAis not D 7_4l543> then isA is A

2.59 l63> and B1.22>andnotC4.8-4>z1ndnotD4011> B 1.22> and notC4.8-4>z1ndnotD4011> not C 4.8-4>z1nd notD4011> not D 4011>  

Figure 6 TWG weighted exemplzir mics extracted from a masked FuNN/2
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if isA>andisB>thenisC>elseis A > and isB>thenisC>elseis B > then isC>else is C > else

if isB>andisC>thenisA>is B > and isC>thenisA>is C> then isA> is A >

Figure 7 Two simple exemplar fuzzy mles CXIFLICICL1from a nzczskerl PUNN/2



rule extraction and rule insertion techniquesshow that this is a promising approach to building

adaptive intelligent information processing systems which suits many applications. These

application areas include signal processing (particularly speech recognition), time-series

modelling and prediction, adaptive control, data mining and knowledge acquisition, and image

processing.

Further development of PUNN is planned in the following directions: optimising FuNN

structures through alternative use þÿ�o�l �GA and learning with forgetting and pruning; adding, as an

alternative choice, radial basis membership functions with a larger overlap be-tween the

membership functions; development of chaotic FuNN»based systems; using modular FuNN

systems for adaptive speech recognition, adaptive control, data mining and time~series analysis,

image and object recognition as discussed in [14].
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Appendix A. A modified hackpropagation algorithm for learning and

adaptation of membership functions in FuNN/2

This section explains the algorithm used for the FuNN/2 architecture, both the feed-»forward

phase and the bacloferrors.Thealgorithmisdiscussedintermsoflayersofof errors. The algorithm is discussed in terms of layers of

neurons since they are the focus of a fuzzy architecture, rather than the weights as such. Where

layers þÿ�o�l �weights are intended this should be evident from the context.

Forward pass

This phase computes the activation values þÿ�o�i �all the nodes in the network from the first to t‘ii’th

layers. In this section a supcrscript indicates the layer and :1 subscript describes connection

weights between layers.

O Layer 1 (Input Layer). The nodes in this layer only transmit input values (crisp values) to

the next layer directly without modification.

O Layer 2 (Condition Layer). The output function of this node is the degree that the input

belongs to the given membership function. The input weight represents the center for that

particular membership function, with the minimum and maximum determined using the

adjacent þÿ�m�e�r�n�l�i�>�e�r�s�h�i�p ��scenters. ln the case of the first and last membership function for a

particular variable a shoulder is used instead. Hence, this layer acts as the fuzzifier. Each

membership function is triangular and an input signal activates only two neighbouring

membership functions simultaneously, the sum þÿ�o�t �the grades of these two neighbouririg

membership functions for any given input is always equal to 1. For a triangie~shaped

nicmbership function as in FLINN, the activation functions for a node i are:
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if ai < x < u;,.;,1.hen

if ai., < x < ai, then

if X = ui, then

A cf

AC!

Act

where a is the centre of the trxzmgularmembn rshlp hmctxon

O Layer 3 (Rule Layer) : The CO11HC(,llOI‘1S hom the (,0D(ill10[1 layer Lo thzs rule I xyex þÿ ��u�c used

to perform pre-condition l’I‘lZ1l‘ChIUUof fu77y rules [he þÿ�(�,�O�l�]�l�’�l�C�C�f�1�O�I ��lwexghts m lh1s layer m ly

be set either randomly and then named or lC(.OId1I]gto setofH1168(nllu,memuon)Theset of H1168 (nllu, memuon) The

net inputs and aetivzltions arc I‘LSpC

Net’ 13 ww, >< Act"

I
Ac!

"
=

þÿ�~�- ��-�-�~�-�-�~�~

1+ ef--g>)

where g is 21 gain factor.

O Layer 4 (Action Layer) : The nodw Ill this ldycr md the conneetzoh þÿ�\�V�£�,�l�£ ��l�]�[�Si\lI1L,U()D as

those in layer 3 for net input;and 1Lt1\/(mon

Net" == vvw >< ACI’

1
\

I’
--~ _ .__-........-.,..-..._,._.._........Ao  

l+e(_W,_,,,



0 Layer S (Output Layer) : ’l‘l’iis layer performs defuzzification to produce 21 crisp output

value. Among the commonly used dei‘uzzit‘icz1l.ion strategies, the Center Qf Gmviry (COG)

method yielded the best result. In this layer, linear output uctivzition function is used:

Ne!" = 2 Wm >< ALT!"

H
Net"

ACI I

þÿ � ��’�T � ��° ��j�f2 Act

Backward pass

The goal for this phase is to minimise the error function:

l_ 1

Ifrror =

 E (yd  y" þÿ�) �

where ydis the desired output, and þÿ�y �is the current output.

Hence the general learning rule (gradient descent) used is

QE
Aw ¢= ~f--~

Jw

813
i

ww, =

wi --|- n(-- -----) + 0c(Aw,)
QW

Where T] is the learning rate and C6 is the momentum coefficient, and

QE’ JE QA/et
6 A---~

= --- >< --»

: - >< -L-1
QW/ þÿ�c�’�9�1 ��\�/�e�tQu/

Hence the weight update rule is:

Aw", = U5 >< Ac! --1-(IAM/,
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O Layer S (Output Layer):

v U
ali’  0/l ct

0

(1 H
0  ’"

þÿ�"�f ��’�"�1�7�’
 

þÿ�- ��"�’�7 >< _"Wir"
= Y

þÿ ��’

V
þÿ�&�J�V�(�?�l � (3/llff þÿ�(�)�N ‹�f

’

When thc Weights are adapted the constraining rule is taken into account which imposes

restrictions to the change of the centres ofthe membership functions.

O Layer 4 (Action Layer): The error for each node in the action layer is calculated

individually based on the output error and on the activation of this node having in mind the

typo þÿ�o�l �the rnembership functions (triangular) used in the defuzzificution layer us well as the

type of clefuzzificutiori:

It ni < y < am, then þÿ�c�l � l -Ji:-EL
þÿ ��H�i

‘°

Hr

ti. -

v
If ar., < y < ui, then cl" =:  

ai
-

ai_,

lfy = ai, then dl" fr I

Hence,

5"  þÿ�_�f�(�N�e�r �) ><  = þÿ�A�f�.�-�r ��(�1�~�~ACN) >< (-Acr")- Acr")

O Layer 3 (Rule Layer):

6" = /it-fri ~ ACH) >< 2><§"j>>< §"j>

O Layer 2 (Condition Layer): The weight wig is assigned us follows, lf’ xl lics in thc fuzzy

segment, then the corresponcling weight should be increased directly proportional to thc
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propagated error f1’O1l’l_the previous layer, because the error is Cai. -ci l _hme Jyt e weight. This

proposition can be represented by the following equation:

56  þÿ�A�e�r �X Z>< ><

Thus the weight-updating rule of this layer is:

ivif’ |

 716
"W

+ (IAM/[Fl

The new centres þÿ�o�l �the input þÿ�[�l ��l�Z�1�T�l�g�l�,�l�.�l�2�]�.�l�‘membershi f þÿ ��t�‘

21 partition þÿ�1�"�2�l�l�l�g ‹�3as for the output layer.
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